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Fornix Helmet
The Fornix helmet combines light weight,
adjustable ventilation, size adjustability, and a
unique safety feature called The Aramid Bridge
to bring you a safe and comfortable helmett.

Iris 3P Goggle
Key Features
Aramid Bridge
Adjjustable Ventilation
Size Adjustment
Light weight

Iris 3P has the un
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from excessive refl
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thoout sacrificing the
needed glare to differentiate snow from ice. Thanks
to the POC Partitiaally Polarrizzed Te
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the entire integrity of the helmet is used upon an

conditions ahead. The 3P lens is Photochromatic

impact, ensuring a high level of energy

and also has the patented color vision boosting

absorption. The strands of Aramid within the EPS

filter HCD (High Chromatic Definition) as well as

foam increase the structural stability of the

superb olephobic/ hydrophobic treatment and

helmet, all while being very light.

state of the art anti-fog treatment.

Key Features
Partially Polarized
NXT Lens
Photochromatic
HCD Filter
Optimized fit for
POC helmets

Used and preferred by: Jeremy Jones, Mitch Tölderer, Flo Orley and Tyler Peterson
POC is a Swedish brand with a strong mission to do the best we can to possibly
save lives and to reduce the consequenses of accidents for gravity sports athletes.

http://kmi.ca
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Experience Mountain Life
From Our Perspective!
Backcountry Heli Drops
Sightseeing Tours
Glacier Landings
City Transfers
Private Jet Charters
Custom Group Events
Helicopter Charters
Sled Recoveries
Photo Shoots
Weddings

604.938.1700 (800.330.4354)
www.blackcombaviation.com
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Awesome!

eco-exhilaration™

The Ziptrek Ecotours adventure area is located above
Whistler Village, in a spectacular temperate rainforest
valley between Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains.
Our Guest Services desk is in the Carleton Lodge
across from the Whistler Village gondolas
WW1377

604.935.0001 or 1.866.935.0001

unting!

ziptrek.com

feetfirst

JASON HUMMEL PHOTO.

feet

first
I don’t know much about photography. I’m a word guy, and words have
never let me down. They’ve gotten me in trouble plenty of times but
they always got me back out again too. Words put food on my table and
skis on my feet. I write, I read, I talk too much at parties. I also edit
a magazine so I get to play with a lot of words, my own and others’.
Words, words, words are what I love and what I do.
But sometimes it’s nice to just look at a picture. This issue is for
times like that. Photography can take us places words never will.

– Feet Banks
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Supplying professionals in the Sea to Sky
area with everything needed from Gear to high
quality prints and digital solutions since 1984

EOS 5D Mark III*
22.3 MP CMOS sensor
with Digic 5+ Processor
Shoot up to 6.0fps
61 point Auto Focus
System
* with EF 50mm f1.8 Lens

EOS 6D
Built in WiFi and GPS
20.2 MP with Digic 5+
Processor

11 point Auto Focus
system

DOWNLOAD

OUR FREE
APP NOW

whistlerblackcomb.com/app
Free WI-FI powered by TELUS at
these locations:
N Wonder Scenic View Points
N Roundhouse, Rendezvous & Glacier Creek
N Merlin’s, Wizard Grill, GLC & Dusty’s

PowerShot G15
12.1 MP with Digic 5
Processor
5x Optical Zoom with
28mm Wide Angle Lens
Shoots in both RAW &
JPEG

4-4154 Village Green, Whistler
604 932 6612

whistler@fotosource.com
Open weekdays & Sundays 9-6. Saturdays 9-7
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UPFRONT

One Word:

Dano Pendygrasse argues that right now is best time in history to be a photographer
There’s a huge difference between making pictures and making a living making pictures. Being a
professional photographer is a terrible career path, but being a photographer is the best.
If you want to make a picture in 2013 you have more ways to make better pictures at your
disposal than ever and almost everyone has a camera on them at any given time. This is a golden
age for photography and there are camera options to suit everyone’s needs.

All Photos by DANO PENDYGRASSE.
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Point-and-Shoot
I used to sit on my snowmobile
in the backcountry and dream of
an all-in-one camera that would
replace my 40-pound backpack of
film photography gear. I’d imagine
something light and tiny with a lens
that covered all the bases. Well,
that pretty much exists now. The
Canon s110 is tiny, has an amazing
lens, shoots huge beautiful files
and even has Wi-Fi so you never
have to bother with taking out the
memory card. It’s twice the camera
my first DSLR was and it costs less
than 500 bucks. Regardless of the
manufacturer, point-and-shoots are
amazing these days.

iPhone/Smart phone
Nothing could be easier. Pretty much everyone has one of these
little beauties in their pocket, so snap away. While it may not be the
ideal tool for fast-moving action, camera phones are no slouch in
the scenic department and are great for capturing those drunken
post-bar shenanigans. Apps like Snapseed readily available to help
doctor your images and tiny after-market fisheye and telephoto
lenses can make for a pretty awesome set-up (especially
considering it’s also a phone).

Mirrorless
I’ve been a big fan for years. These small cameras have interchangeable
lenses and big sensors that take quality photos on par with the big pro
set-ups. More innovation is happening with these little gems than the
entire DSLR field. At first Panasonic and Olympus owned the market
but everyone has dropped in lately. Small bodies capable of handling all
kinds of old lenses – I believe this is the future.
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YOU CAN'T SEE THE DIFFERENCE,
BUT YOU'LL FEEL THE DIFFERENCE IN EVERY TURN.
Whistler • 604 - 938 - 1663
At the Crystal Lodge, next to Lululemon
www.surefoot.com
SKIER: Russ Shay, Co-Owner LOCATION: Val d’Isére, France

gopro
I know, everyone thinks of this as a video camera but
the 12-megapixel photos that come out of the Hero3
are simply amazing. Plus, it’s capable of 30-shot bursts
so you can make a sequence just like the big boys with
their fancy DSLRs. And what other camera can you
strap on and shoot with while ripping your favourite
pillow line, surf break or bike trail? You’re not going to
shoot telephoto stuff with it but there’s a lot more to
GoPro than just video.

DSLR
With all the other great options why would anyone want to use a DSLR?
There’s a very good reason – they look cool. And they’re still the best option
for versatility, image quality and all the bells, whistles and “slave” flashes
that pro photographers need to stay on top of the game. DSLR lenses are
top quality, the images are unsurpassed, and you might even get a few years
out of one before it’s obsolete technology. When all is said and done, if
you absolutely, positively need to get it right, you probably want a DSLR. My
Nikon d800 is the best camera I’ve ever owned. Period.

FILM
Whoever said that photography is the only art form where you can accidentally make a masterpiece
was talking about film. Yes, they still make it. Yes, you can still find places to process it. And yes,
there is still something magical about the quality of photos on film. I find that how I take pictures
with my film cameras is different than the “spray and pray” method that seems to come from digital photography. It’s a slower process involving a little more thought and patience. And the happy
accident is still alive and well when you shoot film. One of the best parts is the anticipation that
comes from getting photos back from the lab. There is a satisfaction when everything works right
and you’re holding a tiny little time capsule in your hand. A physical photo! What a novelty.
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Now that everyone is a photographer,
there’s no excuse not to get out and
shoot some beautiful pictures every day,
and the available tools to do it are abundant. When it comes to those photos,
remember to be your own biggest critic,
edit as carefully as you shoot and always
make prints for your friends.

WHISTLER’S INDOOR TRAMPOLINE PARK
Fresh quality ingredients, prepared
with passion, served with style!

40022 GOVERNMENT ROAD,
SQUAMISH
www.spiceroot.ca
/spicerootkitchenandbar

SEA TO SKY HIGHWAY

eat drink enjoy yourself
604 567 2772

GOV
ERN
GOM
VEE
NMTEN
RN
RTORA
OA
DD

P:Justin Frost A:A.B.Johnstone

MAMQUAM ROAD

-Fun for all ages
-Lessons
-Birthdays/Group events
-Drop in sessions daily
-6 min south of village (function)

604-938-4567 www.whistlerbounce.com
Erin McCardle Stiel
Whistler Pemberton Real Estate

www.whistlerpembertonrealestate.net
erin@myseatosky.com
call 604 902 0520 or 604 905 6328
Inset photos by Todd Lawson
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upfront

All photos by ACE MACKAY-SMITH (with a point-and-shoot).

Point and Shoot
Canadian Wilderness Adventures has a pistol range
but most of the shooting is of another variety
By Feet Banks
With the bright red train caboose, the saloon,
and the clusters of log-fronted cabins tucked
amongst the trees of Whistler’s Callaghan
Valley, the Canadian Wilderness Adventures
base camp looks a lot like a film set. The
rough-hewn timbers and carved wooden
eagle statues would be very much at home
in some kind of snowy Western movie. So
would all the people roaming the grounds
in fur trapper’s hats and hefty sheepskin
coats. Except rather than pistols and rifles,
all these “actors” carry cameras, and they’re
shooting everything in sight. Which is exactly
how Canadian Wilderness co-owner Al
Crawford likes it.
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“You can tell how much fun people
are having by how many times they stop to
take a photo,” Al says. “When I think of a
new dogsled tour with our dog owner Jamie
Hargreaves, we use that as a guide – is this
worth a shot? Is this where the trail should
go, or do we find a different route?
“Dan Swanstrom built most of the trails.
We’ll stop and ask ourselves, ‘Will someone
stop and take the time to remove their gloves
and photograph this?’... It’s a good way to
figure out if people will enjoy the tour.”
Al wants the fun to start as soon as
he meets his customers. “If we pick them
up in a great big frontier Grizzly truck or a
huge 4x4 bus and they want to take a photo
already then we are already off on the right

foot,” he says. “Then we get up to the site,
get them dressed up in furs for dogsledding,
or a high tech helmet for snowmobiling, or
a real Hudson’s Bay company jacket for
snowshoing. It’s stuff they have never worn
before so they take another photo. Then they
meet the dogs or sit on the snowmobiles for
the first time, another photo. Once we hit
the 900-year-old fir tree along the trail, or
pass Alexandra Falls, we’re already at five
photos. Five photos is a good tour.”
The Canadian Wilderness base camp
is made almost entirely of re-claimed or
re-used materials (even the train caboose was
saved from the scrap yard and hauled in on a
flatdeck trailer) and everything is designed and
arranged to replicate a journey back in time.

PHOTOS: PJ HUNTON, WRIGHTMOMENT PHOTOGRAPHY, ROBIN BONNER, ALEX WIGLEY, DAMIAN CROMWELL, DAVE NORONA, JOEY VOSBURGH

FLUFFY.
FANTASTIC.
FRIENDLY.
FUN.
CAPTURE A WHITECAP MOMENT.

Expierence the real backcountry at Whitecap Alpine.
Located at the interface of the Coastal and Southern
Chilcotin Mountain Ranges, the climate here is blessed
with the confluence of the cold interior air flow and the
moisture off the Pacific Ocean, which results in amazingly
deep, dry, powder snow. Check it.

whitecapalpine.ca
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“You can tell how much fun people are having by how many
times they stop to take a photo” – Al Crawford, owner.
“In the old West, people would arrive by train,” Al explains. “And they’d get off at the
station and there would be a water tower. Our check-in building is the station, then they
see the saloon.”
The Western look is tailored to accentuate the tours offered. “Back then people would
spread from the train stations to the frontier by dogsled or snowshoe or by horse.” Al says.
“We don’t explain it to anyone, we just design it like this and they feel it for themselves.
The concept is inferred.”
Allowing guests to look the part is another genius stroke of photo-fun. Year round,
Al combs second-hand stores and the Whistler Re-Use-It Centre for old faux fur hats and
sheepskin coats, anything that will help facilitate the Wild West aesthetic.
“The idea actually came about years ago from watching an old girlfriend and her
friends getting ready for a night on the town,” Al says. “They’d have as much fun getting
dressed up together as they would actually going out. These trapper outfits always get
eveyone in a cheery mood and give them a chance to take some fun photos before they
step foot out into the incredibly beautiful and totally photogenic nature we have all around
us out here.”
Shoot cameras not guns – it’s the New Old Wild West.

canadiansnowmobile.com

®
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Come explore over 15,000 acres of untracked powder.
Book your trip today and experience backcountry.
SNOWCATS.CA

BACKCOUNTRYSNOWCATS

BCSC-ML-FEB13-7.375x4.875.indd 1

@BCSNOWCATS
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BCSC-ML-FEB13-7.375x4.875

WHISTLER’S BEST FITTERS
SINCE 1996
FANATYKCO.COM / 604 938 9455
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HELLY HANSEN CATWALK

Aurelien Ducroz
World Champion Freeride Skier
Lofoten, Norway

Scandinavian Design is the cornerstone in all Helly Hansen gear. The optimal
combination of purposeful design, protection and style. This is why professional
athletes, patrollers and discerning enthusiasts choose Helly Hansen.

CONFIDENT WHEN IT MATTERS
Visit one of our many fine stores:
Helly Hansen - Granville
766 Granville St.
Vancouver, BC V6Z1E4
604.609.3932

Helly Hansen Whister – Westin
4090 Whistler Way
Whistler, BC V0N1B4
604.932.0142

Helly Hansen Whistler – Village
4295 Blackcomb Way
Whistler, BC V0N1B4
604.932.0143

culture

Behind the Shot
With Blake Jorgenson
Mountain Life –To me the hero of this shot is the
beer bong with a GoPro strapped to it but this picture
is amazing on so many levels. What is going on here?
Blake Jorgenson – This is at Crankworx last
summer. There is a spot called Heckler’s Rock
about halfway down the Canadian National
Downhill race course on Whistler Mountain. It’s
mostly Aussies and Brits but they all come up
and stand there and pound beers and heckle
the riders and the people on the chairlift too.
It seems to be growing, with a lot of the same
people coming up and representing year after
year. No one is allowed to wear a shirt on
Heckler’s Rock, even the girls.

accepting, they get it. If this scene was at the
bottom of the hill [in the village] it wouldn’t go
off like this. Cops don’t like to walk up hill that
much.
ML – I love the dude with a fanny pack and
tie-dyed cut-offs holding a giant horn which is apparently his back-up noisemaker as he seems to be
tooting on some kind of whistle or kazoo. Is it fun to
shoot this kind of chaos?
Blake – A lot of what I shoot at Crankworx is
the culture and the behind-the-scenes. People
always make the photos. The more charismatic
and outgoing and expressive the people are,
the more the shots kind of materialize.

ML – I love the volunteer worker in the far left who
is quite obviously under-manpowered but seems to
be holding things together. Is all mountain biking this
goofy or is this just one of those “only in Whistler”
scenes?

ML – The “Hero” beer bong, random bike components thrust into the air, a blatantly stolen trail safety
sign, a dude in a cape with an airhorn… the actual
mountain biking is almost invisible in this shot.

Blake – I don’t know. I think it does sum up
Whistler’s freespiritedness and people here are

Blake – The shot is composed so that the rider
and the race are secondary and the scene is

the star. I have an assistant to the side with a
studio light aimed to light just the scene.
ML – Photography is an artform where an accident
can produce a masterpiece. Do you feel that lack
of total control when you are shooting crowds of
people like this?
Blake – I think with any type of photography
where you are not in total control of things it’s
best to just have your ducks in a row and when
a great moment does happen, you are ready. All
you can do is be ready and the better you are
at anticipating stuff the more amazing shots you
will get.

– Feet Banks
Blake Jorgenson hosts annual Outdoor Photography Workshops featuring top professionals
and four days of super hands-on photography
instruction and slideshows. For more info (and
more great photos) hit up blakejorgenson.com.
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event

LEFT: Professional adventure athlete Will Gadd shot by pro photographer Christian Pondella.
RIGHT: Professional photograper Christian Pondella shot by Will Gadd. What photo is gonna please the sponsors more?

Photography sells the FEAT
Fascinating Expedition & Adventure Talks use images to spread the story
By Todd Lawson

“If there’s no proof, then it didn’t happen.”
That was the maxim back in the heyday of
early exploration, when adventure expeditions
were deemed a success (or a miserable failure)
based on the photos they returned with. Postjourney presentations to exclusive organizations
such as the National Geographic Society or the
Explorers Club were often as important as the
adventure itself and the photographer was a
key member of the team. Those who could only
imagine what the other side of the world looked
like could now see for themselves (and fund the
next adventure).
Not much has changed. These days however, rather than a musty boardroom filled with
stodgy old-worlde types, Fascinating Expedition
& Adventure Talks (FEAT) give contemporary explorers a much livelier way to tell their stories.
“FEAT got its start in South Africa,” says Sean
Verret, producer and director of FEAT Canada.
“It was originally created by adventure racer and
writer Lisa de Speville with an aim to publicise
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the achievements of adventurers and allow
others to be inspired by these feats.”
For FEAT, De Speville drew inspiration from
the Banff Mountain Film Festival, internet TED
talks and the massively popular Pecha Kucha
presentation format. Each presenter is given a
seven-minute timeframe in which to showcase
the exploits of their chosen adventure, expedition
or outdoor pursuit to a live audience.
“The images magnify the ability of the
speaker to tell their story in such a short
amount of time,” says Verret. “Photography
brings a story to life and adds an element of
realness. We’re not all the best storytellers, but
through imagery our audience can put themselves in and imagine what it would have been
like to take part in the adventure.”
Expedition logistics and planning take
massive amounts of effort before the journey
even unfolds and photography is often the most
important piece to any expeditionary puzzle. With
contemporary cameras becoming smaller and
better, many extreme athletes and adventurers are
shooting their own photos and using them to tell
the story from their own unique perspective.

“I take (my own) photos because often
on my trips what I’m personally interested
in may not be what a photographer wants to
shoot,” says Will Gadd, one of Canada’s most
prominent adventure athletes, and a FEAT 2013
speaker. “But sometimes I’ll be like, ‘Hey, can
I have an actual GOOD photo from you?’”
Although Gadd and many others are
recording their own images, expedition photographers are still helping adventure athletes
achieve success. Without top-notch images of
athletes doing what they do best, sponsorships
would be a lot harder to come by. “I make my
living through what photographers do,” says
Gadd. “Today it’s not enough to have a lowquality summit shot. The world expects better.”
So perhaps adventure photography has
progressed a bit beyond the old “no proof”
credo and become: “It may have happened but
if the proof isn’t high-res and artfully composed
with clean space for a logo placement, well you
better go do it again.”

The next FEAT event is on Wednesday, March
8th in Vancouver. featcanada.ca

DOGSLED
IN THE CALLAGHAN

604.938.1616

CANADIAN01.COM

Carleton Lodge below The Longhorn Saloon
4282 Mountain Square

R: JUSSI OKSANEN
P: BLOTTO
BURTON SNOWBOARDS

Since ‘89
VANCOUVER Kitsilano (W4th & Burrard) 604.731.6449
MARKETPLACE Whistler Village North
604.932.2526
SUNDIAL HOTEL Whistler Village
604.905.2022
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Strapping a camera to Eric Hjorleifson is always a good call. Deep Winter Photo Challenge. ROBIN O’NEILL PHOTO.

Royal Rumble Cage Match
The gloves (and lens caps) are off

By Jess Smith
When you’re young, it’s hard to get noticed. For
up-and-coming snowboarders or skiers, racking
up contest victories is a good way to get your
name not only onto some novelty-sized cheques
but on the tongues of potential sponsors and industry people as well. There are a lot of “experts”
out there, and no shortage of “pros” but everyone
loves a winner.
And now the kids with the cameras can
get in on that action. With no fewer than four
substantial photography competitions held each
year, the Whistler contest circuit is becoming a
viable way for young photographers to kick-start a
career.
Out of Bounds: Tales From the Backcountry
is an annual gallery exhibit contest held each October and featuring the best of our own backyard.
Deep Winter is a three-day scramble to capture
and curate the essence of winter storm season
in Whistler. Deep Summer does the same for the

warmer months, and the granddaddy of them all –
the contest that started everything – is the World
Ski & Snowboard Festival’s Pro Photographer
Showdown, a best-of-the-best slideshow competition that’s been bringing the biggest names in
outdoor photography to Whistler for the past 15
years. “The Showdown” perennially packs the
1400-seat Whistler Conference Centre to capacity
and is essentially the World Championships of
action/adventure photography.
“These contests are a great way to connect
with an audience,” says 13-year veteran photographer Blake Jorgenson. “They all come with a
positive learning experience. For up and comers
it’s a great way to get noticed.”
Blake would know. In 2001 he won both
the WSSF Pro Photographer Search and Pro
Photographer Showdown in the same year. That
feat, and the pure talent of the photographer who
pulled it off, boosted an already promising career
and Blake is currently one of the most soughtafter outdoor photographers on the planet.
...continued on page 34.
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Winning Images from the 2012 Out of
Bounds: Tales From the Backcountry show
put on by the Whistler Arts Council.
LEFT:People’s Choice Award. “The
Hard Way.” SEAN ST. DENIS PHOTO.
RIGHT:People’s Choice Runner-Up. Elias
Elhardt “Front 3.
CAMERON HUNTER PHOTO.
BOTTOM:Winner: Best in Show. Shin
Campos “Method. ”
MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

“I see every competition I enter as one that
is successful,” says regular Deep Winter/Summer competitor Reuben Krabbe. “And not just
because of the podium result or the efforts of
our team. These types of competition offer an
amazing opportunity for any creative person.”
Robin O’Neill agrees. After winning Deep
Summer 2011 and Deep Winter 2012 Robin
touts the variety and connectivity that contests
provide. “They’re a great way to test your
skills, develop your creative abilities, build
relationships with athletes and get your name
out there,” she says. “I love to document the
sports, culture and environments I am most
passionate about. To give the viewer an intimate
perspective.”
“For me it’s a great way to custom make
and deliver an idea or story that doesn’t have
any commercial use,” Jorgenson says. “Most
photograph contests out there don’t have a
physical audience, it’s just online or is judged
behind the scenes. I think the Whistler contest
style is catching on and resorts all over the
world are doing it now.”
Of course, there are few shortcuts in the
photography game and victories mean nothing if
they’re not followed with more hard work. After
quitting his job and dedicating to photography
full time in December 2011, Mark Gribbon won
“Best in Show” at the 2012 Tales from the
Backcountry. Combined with a few key magazine
spreads and features, his star is definitely on
the rise but the Squamish local says that there
is no way he can coast on just one victory. “I
think until there is a cheque showing up every
week I will always feel like an up and comer.”
And that’s the truth. Overnight success is
a fairy tale but for all the up and coming photographers seriously thinking of dropping in on
the contest circuit, Blake Jorgenson offers this
advice: “Come up with an idea that you want
to show the audience and get motivated by the
idea. Really, just do the contests. You only learn
by doing, don’t be afraid to win or lose.”
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By

SNOWMOBILE

FONDUE

AT THE CRYSTAL HUT

By

SNOWCAT

Snowmobile or Snowcat
up Blackcomb Mountain
for a candle lit FONDUE
dinner with live music.

604.938.1616

CANADIAN01.COM

Carleton Lodge below The Longhorn Saloon
4282 Mountain Square

WHISTLER HELI • SKIING
32
years
of outstanding
customer
service

You’ve come this far.

Let us take you

all the way.
P: Eric Berger

With exclusive rights to big
mountain terrain that includes 173
glaciers and 475 runs, Whistler
Heli-Skiing has what it takes to go
the extra distance.

Visit the Whistler Heli Store in the Carleton Lodge
604.905.3337 // WHISTLERHELISKIING.COM //
winter/spring 2013
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culture

Riding the pine. Trevor Linden at Whitecap Alpine. DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.

Behind the Shot
With Damian Cromwell

Mountain Life – Trevor Linden is probably the greatest hockey hero British Columbia has ever known.
Where are you guys in this shot? What’s going on?

ML – The gear is key too. To anyone who has
been in a hockey dressing room, it doesn’t look that
different.

Damian Cromwell – We are up at the McGillivray
Pass Lodge at Whitecap Alpine. It’s way out in
the middle of nowhere, you fly in from Darcy.
This is the boot room and entrance to the
lodge. We just got in from a day of skiing and
Linden doesn’t have a gear guy like when he
was playing hockey so now he does it himself.

Damian – Yeah, the boot liners in the top kinda
look like skates. The hanging skins are lined up
like sticks would be. Lots of big bags.

ML – This is a different scene than we’d usually see
of Trevor Linden sitting on the bench.
Damian – Totally. I don’t know hockey but I saw
that bench and it was cool how opposite this
was from sitting on the bench in a huge arena.
He seemed super at-peace and I liked how it
was just him and the gear with no teammates
or crowd.
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ML – Here’s a guy who was an NHL captain and
All-Star. He would have had cameras thrust in his
face almost every night of his career. Was he different to shoot compared to a regular action sports
athlete?
Damian – Not really. He is a humble guy who
really seems to have respect for the mountains
and the people who live their lives in them. He
was stoked because since we were shooting,
we always got first tracks.

ML – How was the skiing? Does Trevor Linden rip?
Damian – He was definitely the strongest guy
behind the guide when it came to touring. He is
a lung, out the longest and out front when he
could be, tough to keep up with. The skiing was
bluebird and boot-to-knee-deep pow. One cool
thing he told me was that later in his career,
he would be somewhere like Columbus, Ohio,
sitting in the back of the bus punching up the
Whistler Blackcomb snow report on his phone.
He was stoked. He had only been skiing a few
years but even then he had the vision to know
where he wanted to be.

– Feet Banks
whitecapalpine.ca

GET OUT THERE AND ENJOY BC’S BACKYARD!
Ski Plane to your next backcountry destination
Photos by Blake Jorgenson

WINTER SKI PLANE &
BACKCOUNTRY CABIN RENTALS
tyaxair.com l info@tyaxair.com l 250.238.0177

®

®

whistlerrealestate.ca

Come experience
Whistler's unique history!

All-Season
Adventure Gear

Open daily, year-round, 11am-5pm
4333 Main Street . 604 932 2019
www.whistlermuseum.org
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca
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Dylan Dunkerton, Sunshine Coast, BC.
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Lights in
the Dark
Playing with the creative process
shines new light on photographic
expression
Story and photography by Nicolas Teichrob

Photography is magic. Certainly there is a science behind
it, and a history – photographic experiments with pinhole
cameras date back to the fourth and fifth centuries – but the
way a photo freezes time forever, all the ideas and premeditation of the photographer coming to fruition with the pressing of a shutter button… to me, that’s magic. And the great
thing about magic, just when you begin to understand how it
works, there’s always a new trick waiting in the shadows.
***
A creek flows through my backyard, it inspires me at
unexpected times and has been the subject of more than
a few off-season photo experiments. The creek helps me
slow down and think. This past autumn as the forest filled in
with rich colours and my workload conveniently dried up to
a trickle I revisited an idea I had been rattling around for a
while. The only reason I hadn’t tried it yet was simply that I
hadn’t tried it yet, and that’s a pretty bad reason.
I grabbed a digital projector and a headlamp and headed
for the creek.
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“Viewing a 2D representation of the 3D world has never
felt fully satisfying to me and I’ve been trying to find
that lost dimension for a while now. I think I found it in
the woods down by the creek in my own backyard.”

As photographers we twist dials and
turn knobs to capture light, colour, shape
– things we can never grasp with our bare
hands alone. By changing the composition
and framing, focal length and exposure the
photograph, and resultantly what is portrayed,
will also change. No two images will ever be
the same yet each is able to provoke ideas in
a viewer that may not have otherwise existed.
Whether it is slide film chemically recording actual particles of light or a modern
digital CCD (charge-coupled device) converting those incoming photons to electron
charges, one concept of photography has
remained constant: to represent and share
the three-dimensional world in two dimensions. But viewing a 2D representation of
the 3D world has never felt fully satisfying
to me and I’ve been trying to find that lost
dimension for a while now. I think I found it
in the woods down by the creek in my own
backyard.

***
It took four electrical cords linked to
cover the 50 metres across my yard, down
the bush, over a calm section of the creek
and into my first projection site. There are
few scenes darker than a moonless November
night in BC but I managed to stumble-haul
my loose kit of a projector, laptop, tripods,
and camera through the forest – and only
once slipped on the old 20cm–wide “bridge.”
***
Even with power cables plugged in and
devices connected, I wasn’t overly optimistic
about the idea of re-shooting my own photos
projected onto logs, leaves, trees and rocks.
A lot of things can easily go wrong. Is this a
waste of time? Is it stupid? If this was cool
wouldn’t someone have already done it?
Should I just go back inside and avoid the
bear that is probably lingering nearby? The
creek answered me by continuing to gurgle
along as it always did, blanketing all other
thoughts in blissful white noise. I got back to
work.
Top: Kids in Kyrgyzstan, street luging.
Bottom: Kory Dumas, Pemberton, BC (Duffey).
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Athan Merrick, Whistler, BC.
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For me, conventional photography
consists of three major steps: premeditation
of the image to be captured, the actual
image capture, and post-production/editing.
The end result of an image is limited solely
by the imagination of the photographer.
With the photos in this series I wanted
to divert the process partway through
and re-combine my raw images with the
beautiful environments that surround and
inspire my work. Each photograph starts
as an original digital image I’ve previously
shot. These images are then projected
onto carefully selected surfaces that
complement or enhance some element of
the original photograph.

There are no computer tricks at work
here; it’s pure photography. The goal of
this work is to expand our collective concept of photographic representation, and
to engage audiences to stare and interpret,
guess and question, to be confused and
understand, to look again and to think
beyond what they initially see. By deleting preconceived notions and allowing
thoughts to flow freely through the mind,
we open the door to pure creativity. This
is how the first images began 1600 years
ago and how new ideas will continue to
develop and broaden the photographic
horizons.

...continued on pg 44.

Top: Raph Bruhwiler, Vancouver Island, BC Ikelite - Stand Film)
Middle: Matt Elliott, 360 on the Hurley Pass, Pemberton, BC.
Bottom: Matt Elliott at TLH Heliskiing, BC.
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“Images I previously shot
are then projected onto
carefully selected surfaces
that complement or enhance some element of
the original photograph.”

I almost knocked everything into the
water at least twice, stumbling around the
dark edges of the brush trying to shine a
light on the third dimension. But from those
first images projected onto a pocket of ferns
I realized I’d found something at least, a
seam to be further explored. Many images
didn’t work, time flowed past without notice,
but then a photo would land on the ferns
and just pop out at me and reinvigorate the
process.
This began as a “why not?” idea but as
things began to click I found new purpose
with every projection and every shot. One of
my favourite things about shooting photographs is when I surprise myself. That happened, then it happened again, and again.
***

I’ve been down to the creek a half
dozen times since that night, even set up a
tarp to be able to shoot in the relentless winter
rain. I think about images differently now. No
matter what I shoot I find myself looking for
those elements of depth and ways I can lift
the third dimension to the surface.
Photography is science: chemicals on
a metal plate or digital pixels on a screen.
But that science is an arena for creativity,
one pushing the other until both evolve into
something unique. Art, creativity, photography, magic….
These days, it’s all going off at the
creek down in the woods in my backyard but
I imagine you can find it almost anywhere if
you aren’t afraid to look.

Top: Curtis Robinson, Sunshine Coast, BC.
Bottom: Curtis Robinson at Whistler, BC.
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Darcy Turenne, Vancouver Island, BC.
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Environment

Shooting For Change
As social activism meets social media, is a picture worth a thousand “likes”?
And what does that really mean for the cause?
Story and photo by Jason van Bruggen

“Above all, life for a photographer cannot be a
matter of indifference.”
–American photographer Robert Frank
Photographs can change the world – Kevin
Carter’s 1994 Pulitzer Prize–winning shot of
a vulture stalking a famished Sudanese child,
or Elliott Erwitt’s photograph of segregated
water fountains in 1950s North Carolina are
examples. A single image has the power to
inform, persuade, evoke and incite discussion,
emotion and change.
	Yet in our current age of content democracy, where the Internet places almost any
photo at our fingertips, a picture of a runaway
monkey at an IKEA store can inspire the kind
of social and traditional media storm previously
reserved for huge political scandals or worldshaping events.
Social media technologies like Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram have boosted photography’s role as an irresponsible vehicle for
blatant self-promotion and disingenuous brand
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messaging. Yet this same technology also
continues to advance the art as one of the
most important and effective forms of expression and protest. Photography can capture
observations of what our world truly looks like
as well as offer expressions of our hopes for
what it can be. And, most importantly, it can
highlight the disparity between those two, and
incite a desire for change. Today, it can do this
with unprecedented immediacy and reach.
The struggle between human population
growth and dwindling resources is the most
tangible and widespread crisis of our time. The
Great Bear Rainforest of BC’s north and central
coast is one of the largest remaining unspoiled
tracts of temperate rainforest in the world. It is
home to a 1,000-year-old western red cedar
and a 90-metre Sitka spruce. First Nations have
inhabited the region for many centuries, sharing the land and water with countless species
including wolves, whales, grizzly bears, salmon,
and the Kermode spirit bear that exists nowhere
else on the planet.
As the Great Bear Rainforest comes under
threat from the proposed Northern Gateway

Pipeline and oil tanker traffic, photography
and social media are playing a key role in the
conservation movement. Since most people will
never visit the Great Bear Rainforest and partake
in its wonders firsthand, film and photography
need to deliver that experience to the masses.
Photographs – of the land, the wildlife and the
people of Great Bear – can be the translator
that tells the true story and evokes a connection
deep enough to move people to action.
Living in one of the last wild frontiers on
earth is a cornerstone of Canadian identity. As
our wilderness comes under increasing threat,
we risk losing much more than a few species
and some nice places to take vacation photos
with the kids. We risk losing a huge part of who
we are. If a picture is worth a thousand words
then perhaps an image is the loudest voice
Canada’s wilderness has left.

Jason’s photographs of the Great Bear
Rainforest were featured in the book Art for an
Oil Free Coast from Raincoast Books. Check
out raincoast.org or see more photos at
jasonvanbruggen.com

The Good life, Lakeside.

On the shores of Green Lake, Edgewater Lodge offers a unique dining experience and cozy
lodging on a stunning 42-acre private property. Minutes away from Whistler Village, yet a
world away from the ordinary.
“The most special place I have ever been... all in all - heaven on earth!” - David Pearce

From the village, turn right at the Alpine Meadows traffic light. 8020 Alpine Way, Whistler

604 932 0688 or 1 888 870 9065 www.edgewater-lodge.com

• Built Green™ builder and Renomark™ Renovator
• 6x Winner & 9x Georgie® Award Finalist
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604 938 1700 www.blackcombaviation.com
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timeline

Squamish
Established as a railway, forestry and mill town in the 1910s (then later as a good place to get gas and
food en route to Whistler), Squamish has rebranded itself as the Outdoor Recreation Capital of Canada.
The huge granite walls of The Stawamus Chief and consistent summer winds in Howe Sound lure rock
climbers and kiteboarders from around the world but the area also offers premier mountain biking, paddleboarding, hiking, sailing, ski touring, snowmobiling, fishing, whitewater rafting and eagle watching. While
statistically one of the rainiest towns in Canada, Squamish has seen a huge influx of young families moving
in and the future of the community is kind of a blank slate these days. – Feet Banks

the early years

60s

Top: Hiking at the Barrier near Black Tusk in the
1930s with guide G.T.
Wallis at the right.
Top: Allan Barbour and Bill Wallace
of Cheekeye and one of the first
cars in Squamish.
Middle: Expedition team of British
Columbia Mountaineers at the Judd
residence in Brackendale.

Middle: Canoeists on the
corner of Victoria and
Cleveland Avenue during
the floods of October
1940.
Bottom: Early backcountry
skiers.

Top: The Grand Wall was
the place to be in the 70s,
knee pads and all.

Top: A helicopter parked
on the waterfront. 1960.

Bottom: Downtown Squamish midcentury.

Middle: Music in the
Mountains, 1968.

Photos: courtesy of the Squamish
Historical Society unless noted.

Bottom: Early Squamish
SCUBA diver. 1960.
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70s

Middle: Striding the fairways
in style at the Squamish
Valley Golf Club, 1972.
Bottom: The First Bed
Races were held at Squamish Days in 1976.

80s

Top: Early Squamish Skiing.
Bottom: Girls bucking (loggers’
sport).
Photos: Squamish Historical Society.

90s

Top: Trevor McDonald works
his way up the Split Pillar, 1994.
Photo: Jim Martinello.
Middle: Whistler local Miki
Homma catching a breeze.
Photo: Miki Homma.
Bottom: Rafting on the Elaho
River in 1997.

lately

Top: Ted Tempany, building, riding and ripping the
new Squamish. Photo:
Matt Domanski.
Middle: Run bikes bring the
sport to a whole new age
group. Photo: Jon Burak.
Bottom: Stand-Up
Paddleboarding reaches
the Sea to Sky. Todd
Lawson photo.

Top: It’s all mental, man.
Slacklining is what rock
climbers do to relax.
Dean Potter on the Chief.
Photo: Jim Martinello.
Bottom: Kiteboarding
replaces windsurfing
as Howe Sound’s top
watersport. Photo: Matt
Domanski.
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uncompromising skiwear
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Whistler
The vast majority of the characters who have populated Whistler’s short history came here by choice rather
than birth (though this is finally starting to change). This is perhaps Whistler’s central, defining quality. Lacking
deep familial lineages, communal bonds have instead formed, necessarily and inevitably, around a shared
love for the bounteous natural surroundings that brought them here in the first place. Over the last century,
from Alex and Myrtle Philips’ two-day trek to establish their remote fishing lodge, to sourcing materials for your
first home from the local dump, to living in a closet to save money for heli-drops, this valley has proven it over
and over again: whatever it is you seek, it’s worth the effort. – Jeff Slack

the early years

60s

70s

Top: Hotdoggin’.

Top: An evening’s catch in Miller Lake,
pre-railway. Photo: Frank Burnett.
Middle: A “speeder” zips along the
PGE railway along the East shore of
Green Lake. 1920s.
Bottom: Alex Philip on the Rainbow
Lodge waterfront boardwalk in
1948, shortly before he and Myrtle
he retired and sold the lodge that
started it all.
Photos: Whistler Museum and
Archives unless otherwise noted.
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Middle: Long lift line
on Whistler before the
invention of high-speed
chairlifts.

Top: Alex (2nd from L),
Myrtle (2nd from R) and
Rainbow Lodge guests
out for a skate on a glass
smooth Alta Lake. 1930s.
Bottom: Myrtle’s father
Sewell Tapley built an iceboat for her using some
lumber, old skate blades
and a sail. As Myrtle
recalls,”The tiller didn’t
work a damn so we’d
crash into the snowbank
on the other side, get out,
and turn it around to get
back.” 1924.

Bottom: All season tires?
Alta Lake.
Photos: George Benjamin.

Top: Snowmobiling near
Black Tusk. Late 1960s.
Middle: Heli-skiing near
Whistler. 1960s.
Bottom: Norwegian hotshot Dag Aabye jumping
off the Cheakamus Inn,
1967. Photo: Walter
Preissl.

80s

Top: The cultural peak of Skiing.
Middle: Blackcomb opens just in
time to witness the neon 80s ski
fashion trends.
Bottom: The mighty ski patrol on
Whistler.

90s

lately

Top: Greg Morris enjoys a sidehit
off the “new” Jersey Cream Express. Photo: Feet Banks.
Middle: Skin-tight snowboarding.
Circa 1990. Photo: Greg Griffiths.
Bottom: Pete Smart, 1997.
“We were ‘homeless’. We lived
in two tents at Brandywine,
Calcheak and Lot 5. The 1961
MGA was our only car. Not so
practical for outrunning the hungry
bears of Calcheak. When the
cold alpine nights of September
came around, some friends
graciously lent us their camper so
we could live in ‘town’. Extremely
Canadian was heading into its
fourth season. I was working at
Tourism Whistler and had to don
the mandated nylons every morning. Not sure which bothered me
more. Bears or nylons...” Photo
and story: Jill Dunnigan.

Top: Winter Ski & Snowboard Festival since 1996.
Photo: WSSF.
Above left: Eliel Hindert enjoys the benefits of new fat-ski
technology. Photo: Nicolas Teichrob.
Above right: The 2010 Olympics finally saw local athletes
like Britt Janyk competing on home soil. (Canada also
enjoyed a record medal haul) Photo: Paul Morrison.
Bottom: Starry night above a busy valley. Whistler has
grown up. Photo: Chris Starck/Coast Mountain
Photography.
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Independent.
Just Like you.

at the base of the village gondolas • Whistler village • WWW.blackspub.com

Pemberton
Accessible only via train until the 1960s, the Pemberton area had long been the home of the Lil’wat
First Nations until farmers, loggers, ranchers and prospectors arrived in the late 1800s. Beneath the
towering peaks of 8,501-foot Mount Currie the Pemberton Valley is home to some of BC’s richest and
well-protected farmland and in 1967 became the first commercial seed potato area in the world to grow
virus-free spuds. As mountain biking, paragliding and golf gained popularity over the past two decades,
“Pemby” has also gone back to its roots with a resurgence of organic and small farms providing locally
sourced food for the entire Sea to Sky. – Feet Banks

the early years

60s

70s

Top: Squamish wasn’t
the only spot with Logger
Sports. Photo: Jerry Mohs.
Middle: Phil’s Drive-in. Classic. Photo by Dave Steers.

Top: Fowler Brothers snowplane. 1938.
Bottom: Rosemary Decker
fishing circa 1950.

Top: May Day Celebrations – circa 1950.
Middle: Planting potato seeds. 1952.
Bottom: Early skiers marveling at Mount
Currie’s lines.
Photos: Pemberton & District Museum
and Achives Society unless otherwise
specified.
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Top: Centennial Café was
buillt in 1967.
Middle: Joe Antonelli Skidding Logs with “Doc” and
“Baldy.” Joes says when not
working the horses followed
him around like puppy dogs.
1965.
Bottom: Logging roads cut
in the 60s would provide
backcountry enthusiasts
with alpine access for
decades.

Bottom: Rodeo Time. Donkey on the highway. Photo:
Jerry Mohs.

80s

90s

lately

Top: The Birken 4X4. Photo:
Jerry Mohs.
Middle: Pemberton/Mount Currie
teams are always strong on the
Dragon Boat circuit. Photo: Jerry
Mohs.
Bottom: A 1990s log home fad
in Japan meant Pemby log peelers had lots of work. Photo: Glen
Harris.

Top: Miss Pemberton 1982. Riding
in style. Photo: Jerry Mohs.
Upper-mid: Logging Ryan Creek.
Lower-mid: Original Sledneck.
Photo: Jerry Mohs.
Bottom: Summer fun on Gates
Lake. Photo: courtesy Jerry Mohs.

Top: Pemberton Music Festival, 40,000 of your closest
friends. Photo: Peter Chrzanowski.
Lower-mid: Pemberton Skate Park opens. Photo: Logan
Swayze/Coast Mountain Photography.
Bottom left: Summer winds are perfect for paragliding.
Photo: Brad Kasselman/Coast Mountain Photography
Bottom Right: Gliiding over Green River. Photo: Todd
Lawson.
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We design the world’s most advanced skis…
A decade ago, the DPS idea was born to build skis worthy of those who
live and breathe the sport. That’s why we introduced the world’s first and
only PURE pre-preg carbon fiber sandwich ski, the first 120mm powder
pintail, transferred the word “rocker” from surfing to skiing—then built
the first rockered ski with sidecut—and now will unleash the Spoon. The
fusion of space age carbon technology and groundbreaking shaping
has resulted in the world’s most advanced quiver of skis.
And we’re just getting started.

DESIGN+ROOTS+ENGINEERING

dpsskis.com

facebook/DPSSKIS

S: PIERS SOLOMON

P: OSKAR ENANDER // oskarenander.com

Gallery
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Reuben Krabbe
2012-01-12 – 3:40 PM
“Every face of winter offers a different opportunity for ski photography.
Snow conditions, avalanche danger,
and freezing levels all dictate how
and where to shoot throughout the
year. Earlier season shooting offers
great light, all day long. Shooting at
2pm in the long days of March would
offer poor light, however in the short
days of early January, the light is
scraping across the snow, illuminating Dave Treadway’s pow trail.”
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jordan manley
2010-08-07 – 7:01 PM
“Part of the fun of photography
for me is arranging found elements
into a frame. By manipulating
my position, the camera’s direction, and focal length, it is kind
of like putting together a puzzle.
Our tall trees combined with fog
make for lovely ‘graphics’ that
can be arranged, along with a
lone rider. Sometimes, there is
only one good way to put the
puzzle together, and you have
to find the perfect combination
to do so.”
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2011-03-22 – 7:27 AM
“I shot this during the 72 hours of Deep Winter Photo
Challenge. Our ‘Tree of Life’ concept intertwines the
lives of a few different people going about their everyday lives in the great outdoors of a ski town. From
a young expecting couple to an 81-year-old hockey

jussi grznar

player, we all have our own problems to face from
time to time; maybe all we need sometimes is just to
lace up the skates and go for a little skate. Thanks to
our R/C pilot Tom Baleshta as well as Ryan Kenny
and Josh Finn for making this one happen.”
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2010-01-26 – 2:23 PM
“If you sled or ski in the Brandywine area you get some great vantage points of Mount
Cayley and Mount Fee, the most prominent peaks in the area. This time we were out looking
for new lines as the storm was clearing and I saw Cayley appearing through the clouds.
I always like getting ‘clearing the storm’ type shots as they seem to provide the most
dramatic lighting with a dark contrast of storm clouds. The Squamish First Nations call
Cayley a ‘Landing Place of the Thunderbird’ and it’s also considered a potentially active
stratovolcano. If she ever decides to blow, I want to be in this exact spot to get the shot.”

bryn hughes
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Blake Jorgenson
2013-01-14 – 6:53 PM
“Coming down from the Hurley
Pass late in the day I came
around the corner into the Pemberton Meadows and saw this
sight. Mount Currie pretty much
speaks for itself.”
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4005 Whistler Way, Whistler BC

www.aavawhistlerhotel.com

1.800.663.5644

Fun . Affordable . Stylish . Village Location . Hot Tub . Pool . Sauna . Fitness Room
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nicolas teichrob

2010-01-05 – 7:38 AM
“It was a cold and dark morning, day two of the Deep
Winter photo challenge and we were headed up to
the Whistler Roundhouse for Fresh Tracks Breakfast. My goal with the competition was to present
some new perspectives, and I had pre-meditated
this floating pod type of gondola shot as a fresh look.
Using remote triggers and a flash (a rarity for me),
I was scrambling for most of the gondy ride. After
a few takes I got a glimpse of this shot on the DSLR
screen. With no time for another take we got to the
top and stumbled out of the gondola with arms full
of cables and camera parts. During breakfast in the
warm lodge I studied the images more closely and
then realized that I had got something special – this
shot remains one of my favourite photos.”

justa jeskova
2012-11-03 – 4:00 PM – Steve Storey, Chesterman
Beach, Tofino.
“I am not a surfer, however I love spending endless
hours on the beach photographing them. Every morning, Steve is the first out of the door riding his bike to
the beach. He can’t wait to be in the ocean catching
the waves and I can’t keep up with him, even pedaling
as hard as I can. So I wait until his surfing session
ends and I make him ride in the circles around this
puddle until I get the shot. There is something about
reflections that I love and I always keep looking
around for them. This time I just tried something
different, I flipped the picture upside down and it
worked out.”
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YUKON
BREAKFAST
SNOWMOBILE ADVENTURE

Snowmobile up to the
Sproat Cabin in
Whistlerʼs Backcounrty for
The Yukon Breakfast.

604.938.1616

CANADIAN01.COM

Carleton Lodge below The Longhorn Saloon
4282 Mountain Square

There’s no place like home.

Artwork by Karen Love

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.698.5128 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com
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brad holmes

2011-06-05 – 4:04 PM
“I took this shot in the
Spring two years ago. My
neighbour Scotty called
saying I need come check
out the pine tree in his
front yard which was
exploding with pollen.
I set my camera on a
tripod used the 2 second
self-timer and flicked the
branch with my finger as
the shutter released.”

2012-01-11 – 10:38 AM
“This image was captured for the
Deep Winter Photo Challenge,
when you’re looking to exploit
every ounce of your creativity.
I wanted to capture time spent
with friends on chairlifts, but to
remove the details which would
make you focus on who or where.
The photograph is actually 10 exposures taken, and overlapped in
camera (Nikon does this, but not
Canon). This creates the ghostly
effects, and helps take away any
emphasis on detail, so all that is
left is mood and emotion”.
– Reuben Krabbe
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massage therapy & wellness
Squamish, BC
Registered Massage Therapy
Craniosacral Therapy
Sports Injuries
Online Booking
Extended Medical Coverge
Direct Billing

Dr. Jake Bessie DMD, BSc and the staff at Diamond Head Dental
are thrilled to have Dr. Chris Kelly DDS join our team.

Natalia Finlayson, RMT

604 . 567 . 6249

www.blissmassagetherapy.ca
37749 2nd Ave.

OPEN 365 DAYS/YEAR
Great selection from everyday value beer to Exceptional boutique/
single vineyard wines. Quality international/imported products
along with all the best local/specialty beer, wine, and spirits
IN NESTERS SQUARE - UNDERNEATH/BEHIND NESTERS MARKET
Can’t come by to check out our selection? We deliver!
Call 604.938.BEER(2337) $5 charge - Available from 2-10pm
Store Open 10-11. Visit www.nestersliquorstore.com
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info@dhdental.com

eric berger

2011-02-19 – 9:43 AM
“This shot was taken
on an MSP Whistler
heli-ski mission. I was
with filmer Guillaume
Tessier and skiers James
Heim, Richard Permin
and Mark Abma. The
boys had scoped out this
small ridge on a previous
scouting mission and it
was ripe for the picking.
It was an ideal location,
not too far from town,
loaded with big cliffs,
features and covered with
a fresh coat of deep, cold
snow. This was during
James’ first run as he
charged towards a 50
foot drop without hesitation. He stomped it!”
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desiGned
PreCision
German enGineered Ghost bikes / onLy at meC

01
testinG

Obsessive about testing,
Ghost puts their frames and
components through tougher,
more precise tests than
required by European standards.

02
QuaLity

Refined details
like tapered head
tubes and pressfit
bottom brackets
distinguish Ghost
mountain rides.

03
innovation

Sterling Lorence

To create plush suspension that smooths out
rough trails, Ghost uses a very low 2:1
suspension ratio and needle bearings in their
full-suspension frames.

Get the app
mec.ca/iPhone
Scope these rides

mec.ca/rideghosts

rene gouin
2008-08-31 – 7:36 PM
Rider: Laurence Pellerin. Location: Brohm Ridge Squamish
“We built this hip jump up in the alpine of Brohm Ridge in late August. Looking at years before we knew we had a little window of time before the snow
would start covering our playground again. After several hours of hiking with bikes, tools and camping gear we found what we were looking for and
started working right away –
 piling dirt up and try to compress that soil as much as we could before the sun set. When we were almost ready to try our
creation the sky turned as dark as the dirt we just dug and hail started falling hard. We all packed in the tent trying to stay dry and thought that was it for
the day. Then we got one last chance – a warm light began shining between the clouds and I convinced Laurence to Guinea Pig a jump we had just built
few hours ago. The landing wasn’t ready – it was slippery grass and pretty nerve-wracking, especially with just five minutes of light remaining…
Big props to Laurence, he hit it a few times and made this image possible.”
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YOUR NEW FITNESS REGIME
STRAIGHT FROM GERMANY

winter hours / Tues to Sun 10 am – 5 pm
1 866 441 SLCC (7522) / 4584 Blackcomb Way, Whistler, BC

’S MADRID FITNESS SANDAL
IS CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF LOVE IN 2013
IN STORE NOW
38031 Cleveland Avenue, Downtown Squamish
604-892-9057
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Fetish For Shoes

gear

Locals’ Picks
GoPro HERO 3 Black Edition
“This is the most advanced GoPro, ever.
At 30% smaller, 25% lighter and 2x more
powerful than previous models the HERO
3 is wearable and gear mountable, waterproof to 197’ (60m), capable of capturing
ultra-wide 1440p 48fps, 1080p 60 fps and
720p 120 fps video and 12MP photos at a
rate of 30 photos per second. What does
that mean? The HERO3: Black Edition is
the world’s most versatile camera.”
Devin, Skiis & Biikes, Whistler Marketplace. 604-902-4085 skiisandbiikes.ca

Whistler Blackcomb Limited Edition
“Peak to Creek” Ski by Vanessa Stark
“From the beginning the focus of this ski was to showcase some of
the abundant local talent that thrives in Whistler. Inspired by the long
top-to-bottom runs at Whistler Blackcomb, local artist Vanessa Stark
designed this top sheet. The skis themselves are a DB3 made by Prior
who hand-craft skis and boards right in Whistler. For every set of skis
sold we are donating $50 to the Whistler Blackcomb Foundation to support non-profits in the Sea to Sky corridor, but there are only 40 sets of
skis made so get ‘em while they last!”
Dave Steers, CAN-SKI, Whistler Village, Creekside, Blackcomb Base.
Whistlerblackcomb.com

Surefoot Contoura X3 Boot
“This winter we are proud to introduce the revolutionary Surefoot Contoura X3 and C1
Liners. They are the result of 28 years of boot fitting experience, an intense passion for
the sport, and the use of the latest technology and materials available. The combination
of the Surefoot Orthotic, Surefoot Custom liner, and the Surefoot shell make this the
most comfortable and best performing boot on the market. It’s a ski boot for all levels
that will change the way people think about ski boots. Ski longer, ski better and ski
comfortably. Come and see why Surefoot is the global leader in custom ski boot fitting.”
Sam, Surefoot Whistler, Crystal Lodge, Whistler Village. 604-938-1663. Surefoot.com

Suunto Ambit
“Nothing comes close to the functionality and
the usefulness of the Suunto Ambit. Altimeters,
barometers and compasses are the norm these
days but having a useful GPS ability really sets
this watch apart. The user-friendly Movescount
Suunto website allows you to plot a route (or find a
bivy site on Google Maps) then download it to your
Ambit. It won’t fully replace a map, compass and
some knowledge you’ll likely need them a lot less
with the easy-to-use Ambit on your wrist. Plus, as
technology changes the watch is updateable. All
in all, this new watch from Suunto will be a game
changer for the technical watch industry. “
James, Escape Route. Whistler Marketplace
604-938-3228. Garibaldi Mall, Squamish.
604-892-3228 escaperoute.ca

The Fissile Splitboard
“The Fissile has a directional, powder-profiled nose that is bigger than anything else in the Prior lineup and the
shortest radius sidecut that we make. This crazy combination has an early rise tip for enhanced powder float while
delivering unparalleled mobility. The Fissile also offers stability at speed, you can step on your front foot and straightline with confidence or shift back and turn on a dime. The shape naturally lends itself to soul riders who love to
generate power off even the smallest terrain features. It’s crazy good and is quickly becoming a favorite of powder
fiends worldwide.”
Gus, Prior Snowboards. Function Junction, Whistler. 604-935-1923 Priorsnow.com

canon eos 6d
“Getting serious about your actionsport shooting? The Canon 6D has all
EOS
6D

bases, bells and Whistler’s covered for
both stills and HD video, without the
massive price tag of a pro-SLR. The
key piece of the high-tech puzzle is the
built-in Wi-Fi transmitter, which allows
you to transfer images to your social
network or upload virtually anywhere on
your iOS or Android Smartphone with
the free download of the EOS Remote
app.
Rick, Whistler Fotosource.
Whistler Village. 604-932-6612
whistler.fotosource.com

R&D TROLLEY
90 BAG
“The R&D bag collection is made
for serious travel. To suit the
most demanding environments,
we chose two extremely durable
fabrics: 1000D polyester and waterproof tarpaulin. With multiple
compartments, pockets and inline wheels, you can easily stuff
it full yet still be organized. We
bring it wherever we go.”
Miranda, Peak Performance.
Main Street, Whistler Village.
604-905-1183 peak-whistler.com
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" Whistler's Premiere Martial Arts / Fitness / Healing Academy "

PROFESSIONAL
EFFICIENT
FUN
FULL SCHEDULE & REGISTRATION ONLINE

www.awesomeartsacademy.com

604-932-2226

Squamish

Whistler

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com
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artistprofile

Self Portrait.

Talking the Walk
Mason Mashon shines on both sides of the lens
Text by Tannis Baradziej & photos by Mason
Mashon
“Shit happens,” says Mason Mashon. “Crashing
is part of the job, and if it’s gonna happen, it’s
gonna happen … and it’s probably going to be
pretty bad.”
Mashon’s “job” involves bombing down
mountains and chasing pro athletes – on bikes,
snowmobile or snowboards – with roughly
$4,000 worth of camera gear strapped onto his
back. “Pretty bad” might be an understatement.
But the 27-year-old photographer doesn’t
sound nervous when he says it. For him, the

associated risks are just part of the job. Mashon
has had friends heli-evacuated off mountains,
and others buried in avalanches, but it’s worth
it – he’s paying his bills doing what he loves. Essentially, Mason Mashon is living the dream.
And lately, the dream has been getting
better: Mashon is currently starring in underEXPOSED, a documentary-style TV show about the
career of an action sports photographer. It’s a
show created just for him.
“The kid just rips on a bike,” says underEXPOSED producer Kevin Pennock. “He’s highly
entrenched within the scene and he’s an emerging action sports photographer who’s Aboriginal.”

...continued on pg 87
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SquamiSh integrated health

Austin Ross by Reubin Krabbe

Action is the life of the body as well as the soul
massage therapy
Chiropractic Care
naturopathic medicine
acupuncture

Sports Physiotherapy, Spinal Manipulation,
Braces, Orthotics, IMS, Women’s Health

Counselling
ayurveda

Mike Conway • Therese Leigh • Bianca Matheson
www.backinactionphysiotherapy.com
604 962 0555

604 567 2666

www.squamishintegratedhealth.com
Online booking available on your schedule.

Glide. Unwind. Revive.
By sunlight or by moonlight,
explore the beautiful forested wonderland of
Lost Lake Park on cross country skis or snowshoes.
Open daily from 8 AM. Trails lit to 8pm.

XC
skiing

Rentals
Lessons

In Lost Lake PassivHaus, a 5 minute walk from Whistler Village

crosscountryconnection.ca • 604.905.0071
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119-4368 Main St., Whistler
(Next to 7 Eleven with convenient parking)

“The kid just rips on a bike.
He’s highly entrenched within
the scene and he’s an emerging
action sports photographer
who’s Aboriginal.”
-underEXPOSED producer
Kevin Pennock.

That last point is important because the show
airs on the Aboriginal People’s Television Network
(APTN) and also showcases Mashon’s personal
exploration of his Cree heritage. The fact also
remains that he rides the same terrain as his
athletes, whether on a bike or board, and that
makes for good TV.
Mashon says that learning about the culture
of Aboriginal people and their connection to the
natural world has been one of the most exciting
aspects of working with the show. Not only because of his own Cree lineage, but also because
nature plays such a large role in his chosen line
of work.
...continued on pg 88

Kyle Norbraten, Sunshine Coast.
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Curtis Robinson and Kyle Norbraten.

Five Reasons it’s
good to do the sport
you shoot
1) Safety First
Ten feet bigger isn’t necessarily better. Understanding the terrain as a rider means you won’t
push your athletes to put themselves in danger.

2) It’s who you know
Getting out there builds your network – super
important in the business world. Being able
to “bro down” with the athletes and just enjoy
the activity they do helps to open that line of
communication.

3) Knowledge is powder
Shooting snow sports? Having first-hand
knowledge and riding the same terrain as
your pro-rider bros means better access and
understanding of the spot (and shot).

4) Having fun too
Why let the pro athletes have all the fun? “I
want to do it just as much as they do,” says
Mashon.

5) Fame and Fortune
You might get your own TV show out of the
deal.
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Not one to squander opportunity, Mashon has also been using underEXPOSED as
a means to explore photography through a more creative lens. Before the TV show came
along, he admits to often feeling rushed or pressured to take a picture that would more
easily be sold to a magazine. With a steady paycheck rolling in, however, Mashon suddenly
feels less pressure to make ends meet and he’s using this to his creative and professional
advantage.
During a recent shoot on the Sunshine Coast collaborating with the Coastal Crew
Mashon began tinkering with ways to achieve a more dizzying sense of the motion and
speed of biking. He rigged a camera to Coastal Crew rider Curtis Robinson’s chest and
slowed the shutter way down.
“It gives it a really cool effect,” Mashon says. “Almost like traveling down a tunnel.
That sort of feel isn’t the easiest thing to capture because you need the perfect amount of
low-intensity flat light. We actually managed to nail the shot first go.”
Patience, Mashon explains, is a must-have in the successful photographer’s arsenal.
And plenty of tweaking helps create unique pictures to tell a story.
Another shoot saw Mashon and longtime friend and skier, Josh Bibby, ripping up the
backcountry. Bringing an underwater housing for his camera meant Mashon could ride on
Bibby’s tail and work on landing ski pictures from a powder-fresh perspective.
And that’s what it’s all about for Mason Mashon. Regardless of whether it’s in his art,
or as a launchpad to learn more about his Aboriginal heritage with underEXPOSED, finding a
fresh perspective is just another part of the job.

underEXPOSED airs on APTN in fall 2013. Check out underexposed.tv or masonmashon.com

SNOWSHOE
THE MEDICINE TRAIL

604.938.1616

CANADIAN01.COM

Carleton Lodge below The Longhorn Saloon
4282 Mountain Square

OMNI-HEAT BASELAYER. SHOCKINGLY WARM.
AMAZINGLY BREATHABLE. INCREDIBLY PHOTOGENIC.
®

© 2012 Columbia Sportswear Company. All rights reserved.

BREATHABLE FABRIC WITH LITTLE
SILVER DOTS THAT REFLECT BODY HEAT.
KEEP YOUR WARMTH, NOT YOUR SWEAT • COLUMBIA.COM
COLUMBIA STORE: GATEHOUSE BUILDING, WHISTLER VILLAGE • 604.932.4106
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STAY WITH SANDMAN
IN SQUAMISH
So Many Reasons to Stay: Executive & family suites available |
Complimentary high-speed Internet | Fitness facilities | Indoor pool &
whirlpool | Complimentary parking | Business centre | Complimentary
continental breakfast

1 800 SANDMAN (726 3626)
39400 Discovery Way | Squamish, BC | V8B 0R5 | Tel: 604 848 6000
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Dave barnes illustration.

Save our Souls
Can a photograph steal what is no longer there?

By Crease Mansbridge
Soul (noun)
1. The spiritual or immaterial part of a human being or animal, regarded as immortal.
2. A person’s moral or emotional nature or sense of identity.
Currently, we live in a camera culture. What used to be a big
box perched atop a hefty tripod is now a pinhole in the back
of our cellphone, or perched in a waterproof case atop our
ski helmets. Cameras are everywhere capturing nearly every
moment of our lives.
It wasn’t always so. We used to think cameras could
steal our souls. Cultures around the globe used to avoid being photographed. Native war leader Crazy Horse would not
allow anyone to take his picture, not even at his own funeral.
Ancient Egyptian and Greek cultures believed our reflections
were an outward projection of our souls staring back at us.
The superstition about breaking a mirror and suffering seven
years of bad luck derives from this – if your reflection is
broken, a piece of your soul is lost.
Many Central American churches forbid photography
within their walls. The tradition stems from Mayan beliefs
that when we pray to saints or ancestors our souls would
travel to them. A camera may prevent those parts of our
souls from returning back All these cultures saw the soul as

something worth protecting and cherishing. All were cautious of where it could become lost or trapped.
Times have changed.
But if any of those old beliefs are true, are we now truly
all soulless? Perhaps it’s a different problem now – we send
“selfies” to each other on our phones and ensure to capture
all the most exciting recreational moments of our day via
helmet cam. We witness the most important moments of our
human lives – the birth of a child, the wedding of two friends,
a Beastie Boys concert – through the 3”x2” LCD screens of
our phones or point-and-shoots. Then we upload all these
cherished moments and ideas (and pictures of our lunch) to
the Internet in attempts to convince the rest of the world we
have value, we exist. Big Brother is not watching, he is us.
Cameras don’t steal our souls, we give them away freely.
But what about those photos that leave us speechless,
breathless, or bring tears to our eyes? What of those simple
pictures holding worlds of emotion? The essence of photography is documenting the feeling in a single moment, freezeframing the symbiotic interaction of two or more things.
Maybe a picture can steal a soul, and maybe too many
pictures can give your soul away but a great photograph, a
true piece of art, can actually capture the soul of any moment shared between friends, nature, light, and life. Great
photos, and the soul held within them, can live forever.
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Snapshots From The Picnic

backyard
BACKYARD
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The Sennheiser Backcountry Picnic is a gonzo, off-the-grid
backcountry contest with intangible rules and no real prize
money. And that’s what makes it perfect.
By Natalie Langmann
Last March more than two feet of snow fell over
two weeks in the mountains surrounding Bralorne.
Then sky cracked blue and the instabilities of the
Noel Valley’s snowpack settled enough to kick off
the inaugural Sennheiser Backcountry Picnic, a big
mountain anti-contest for the kind of hardcore Coast
Mountain riders who might otherwise not bother with
a contest.
Amid blasting music and a burning BBQ (and
after a briefing by Whistler/Blackcomb Pro Patrollers), 30 participants hopped on sleds and took to
the hills hellbent on showcasing their abilities to ride
chutes, open bowls, cliff drops, rock faces, cornices,
and overall backcountry gnar in order to compile a
video to be judged by the organizers online.
“Fun for all, and all for fun,” says event coorganizer Free Spirit Quinn. “The inspiration for the
contest came from my time spent in the backcountry
snowmotouring, which is the act of going out on
snowmobile to access and shred lines and doing
whatever it takes to get there: boondogging, sidehilling, tandeming, ghostriding, trandeming, towing,
touring, climbing, bootpacking, scrambling, and
even crawling – are all acceptable ways to get to the
goods.”
Conceived on a patio in Whistler while watching
the much more structured contests of the World Ski

www.peak-whistler.com

& Snowboard Festival, Free and his buddy Paget Williams brainstormed something entirely different.
“We were talking about how there needed to
be a hardcore event for soul riders,” Paget says.
That the duo was sitting with Sennheiser Canada
President Jean Langlais only helped make their
daydreams come true.
The inaugural Backcountry Picnic was an event
where prize money didn’t matter, nor which pros
showed up or which sponsors had banners flying.
What mattered was ripping lines and being stoked.
Skiers, snowboarders, noboarders, splitboarders,
telemarkers, and sledheads took to hills (and The
Mineshaft, Bralorne’s infamous pub) with an honest
dedication and camaraderie that is all-to-often lacking from regular ski/board contests.
Case in point? Instead of riders holing up in
their hotel rooms, trying to get rested up, stressing
about downloading footage, and keeping their lines
top secret, they were swapping stories about which
massive cliffs they had hit or what lines they had
ripped over beers down at the ‘Shaft. Where they
also danced in their gummers and Sorels to the DJs
and funk, groove, rock, and reggae musicians who
rocked the place solid for three nights.
The 2013 Sennheiser Backcountry Picnic is set for
March 14-17 in the mountains near Bralorne. Get
more info, and see video from last year, at sennheiserbackcountrypicnic.com

Above and on previous page:
Joel Loverin in Bralorne, BC. Cam unger photo.

28-4314 MAIN STREET, WHISTLER, 604-905-1183

Fall/wiNter collectioN 2012
Our Ski Team trying out the new ski collection in Champoluc, Italy
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“The Sennheiser Backcountry
Picnic is a full throttle, pantson-fire, cornucopia of mountain
culture, cross-bred with hillbillies
and rye. It is held in a town of no
pretensions away from all hype
and attended by souls dedicated
to mountains and life – mountains that beat in the hearts of
ski bums. That beating rhythm
is what brought together a group
that created a one weekend skibum paradise. Basically if your
grandma is cool, bring her. If you
like rules, beat it.”
– Travis Menzies (1st Place, 2012)

Beautiful morning for a picnic. CAM UNGER PHOTO.
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Visit us in Function Junction
10 mins. from Whistler Village

604-962-8889 ext 105

www.whistlerbeer.com
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Whistler

WHISTLER FAVORITE HEMP SHOP
BRINGING YOU LOCAL GLASS,
ECO CLOTHING AND OTHER GOODS
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
On the Whistler Village Stroll, next to Garfs

604 938 1420
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TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS IN OUR NEW SECTION, CONTACT
jon AT 604 815 1900 / todd AT 604 907 1074

marketplace

Elevation Hair Studio is an established
salon with epic mountain views,
located in Whistler’s Marketplace
above the TD bank. Locally owned
and operated, we specialize in color,
cuts, and styles for men and women.
Our aim is to provide individuals
with an amazing hair experience at
an affordable price. Call us today for
your appointment or check us out on
Facebook.

The Hive – A wonderfully unique
collection of home accessories,
bedding, shower curtains, personal
accessories and amazing gifts for
those who follow their own path.
Offering custom sewing and alterations. Come explore the eclectic mix
of desirable items while owner/
operator, Jacquie Selander (Queen
Bee), stitches up her latest creations.
Open 7 days a week. 10:30 to 5:30
Monday to Saturday and 11:00 to
4:00 on Sunday.

Website elevationhairstudio.com
Phone Number 604 932 5722
Location Whistler, BC

Phone Number 604 815 4483
Location Cleveland Avenue,
Downtown Squamish

Whistler Resort Cabs offer taxi service
within Whistler and to Downtown Vancouver and the Vancouver Airport. We
offer 6 and 7 passenger AWD Vans and
SUV’s as well as Wheelchair Accessible
Service. Call us for your taxi needs or
book online for Airport or Downtown
pickups/dropoffs.

Website resortcabs.com
Phone Number 604 938 1515

Remax Sea to Sky Whistler
Independently owned and Operated

What up DUPS!
Were Wrapping the Phatties!

Website dupsburritos.com
Phone Number (604) 905 0210
Location 114-4368 Main St.,
Whistler, BC, V0N 1B4
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Lisa brings over 20 yrs of sales and
human experience to Re/Max. Lisa’s
organizational skills, strong attention
to detail and personable manner
have proven to be an asset to her
clients. “I am committed to creating
and developing long lasting relationships with my clients that are built on
local knowledge honesty and trust.”

Burnt Stew Computers is Whistler’s
only Authorized Apple Reseller and
Service Provider since 1996. We
offer Apple sales and service and
provide onsite and in store service
from warranty repairs to upgrades.
As an Authorized Lightspeed POS
reseller, we can handle all of your
POS needs.

Website
whistlerpembertonrealestate.com
Phone Number 604 905 8708
Location Whistler & Pemberton

Website burntstew.bc.ca
Email info@burntstew.bc.ca
Phone Number 604 938 2550
Location 1200 Alpha Lake Road,
Unit 210, Whistler, BC

VentureWeb, is a Squamish based
agency that serves resort and lifestyle brands with strategic desktop
and mobile solutions. We work with
destinations like Tofino, Marmot
Basin and Telluride, with gear heads
like Rocky Mountain Bikes and Genuine Guide Gear and with powder
junkies like Bella Coola Helisports
and Backcountry Snowcats. We can
boost your business too!

Website ventureweb.net
Phone Number Tel.604.815.4542
Location Squamish, BC

REPUBLI C
BI CYCLES

Brackendale
The closest bike shop to the infamous,
super-secret Brackendale pump
track, Republic is also conveniently
located right beside a coffee joint
so you can boost your energy levels
while setting yourself and your bike
up for success. Specializing in service
and sales, and a Two-time winner of
“Best Bike Shop in Squamish” and
“Friendliest Staff,” Republic is “by the
people, for the people” and has been
a stand-out in Squamish in one form
or another since 2007.
Website riderepublic.com
Phone Number 604 898 1953
Location 41340 Government Road
Brackendale - Squamish, BC
V0N 1H0

SkiTrader.com is the #1 source for
used ski & snowboard equipment.
Sell your old winter equipment by
posting a free ad. All postings are
free. Browse other postings near you
and find the best gear for a deal. It’s
Craigslist, but specifically for ski and
snowboard equipment. Check it out
today at skitrader.com.

Website skitrader.com
Phone Number 1 877 352 SKIS
Location Online

New & used adventure gear. For
hiking, climbing, camping, biking,
skiing, snowboarding, lifestyle apparel, footwear and much more. Half
our store holds a great selection of
“New & Used” consignment stock
that is changing daily, and a mix of
close-out and sample merchandise
below retail value! The other half
carries current styles in technical
apparel, footwear, backpacks, tents
and sleeping bags.

Website outwestsports.com
Phone Number 604 892 9259
Location 38167 2nd ave,
Squamish BC, V8B 0B6

Green Clean is an eco-friendly
cleaning and landscaping company
based in Squamish. Dedicated to
non-toxic products that are family
and pet friendly, our goal is save you
time while encouraging a healthy,
happy lifestyle. We offer construction
clean up, office, rental and residential cleaning as well as garden and
lawn care.

Since 1990 Prior has been relentlessly
Refining the Ride and handcrafting
high-performance snowboards and
skis. Shape, length, sidecut, flex,
weight, camber, and material composition are all carefully considered and
tested in Prior’s custom factory at the
bottom of Whistler Mountain. The local
terrain leads to continuous enhancements throughout our lineup. Built
here, tested here, Prior is driven by the
singular goal of making the best boards
and skis possible.

Website greencleansquamish.com
Phone Number 1 866 GREEN 29
or 1 866 473 3629
Location Squamish, BC

Website priorsnow.com
Phone Number 604 935 1923
Location #104 - 1410 Alpha Lake
Road, Whistler, BC, Canada, V0N 1B1

Whistler’s Premier Printer since
1986!
T-shirts, hoodies, business cards,
posters and stickers.

Shiatsu is a holistic massage therapy
that uses the Chinese Meridian system
of healing to promote the flow of energy
throughout the body, calming the
nervous system through gentle to firm
finger pressure. When these acupressure points are stimulated, they release
muscular tension, promote the circulation of blood and enhance the body’s
ability to heal itself while enabling deep
relaxation. Christmas special — 1 hr.
massage only $69.00

Pemberton’s only full service ski shop.
Great brands. Great guys.
Great service.

Website ths.ca
Phone Number 604 932 6308
Location Suite 6-1365 Alpha Lk Rd
Function Junction

Website essenciamassage.com
Phone Number 604 848 1552
Location 4 - 40383 Tantalus Way
Garibaldi Highlands, Squamish, BC

Website bikeco.ca
Phone Number 604 938 9511 or
604 894 6625 (Pemberton)
Location Whistler & Pemberton
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“When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs.
When images become inadequate, I shall be content with silence.”
– Ansel Adams
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SNOWMOBILE
ADVENTURE TOURS

BLACKCOMB I CALLAGHAN I BRALORNE

CANADIAN01.COM

604.938.1616

Carleton Lodge below The Longhorn Saloon
4282 Mountain Square

s n o w b o a r d s

s k i s

s p l i t b o a r d s

Est. 1990

All of our Snowboards, Skis and Splitboards are
handcrafted in house at Prior’s custom boardshop
in Whistler BC.
Each ride is built with care by skilled snow lovers
using the finest quality materials while
loud rock and roll is played.

priorsnow.com

info@priorsnow.com

1-877-937-7467

